SUBJECT: TRADE NEGOTIATIONS COMMITTEE

1. THE TRADE NEGOTIATIONS COMMITTEE WILL RESUME ITS WORK AT 10 A.M. ON THURSDAY 7 FEBRUARY. THE MEETING WILL BE HELD IN ROOM XVI IN THE PALAIS DES NATIONS.

2. THE MAIN PURPOSE OF THE MEETING WILL BE TO ORGANIZE THE COMMITTEE'S WORK FOR THE COMING MONTHS.


4. IT WILL BE RECALLED THAT MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMITTEE IS OPEN TO THOSE COUNTRIES WHICH DECIDE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS. MEMBERS ARE INVITED TO INFORM ME AS SOON AS POSSIBLE OF THE NAMES OF THEIR REPRESENTATIVES WHO WILL ATTEND THE MEETING OF THE COMMITTEE.

5. ENTRANCE CARDS WILL BE ISSUED TO REPRESENTATIVES AND REGISTRATION MAY BE UNDERTAKEN WITH THE CONFERENCE OFFICER, VILLA LE BOCAGE, AS FROM TUESDAY 5 FEBRUARY.

O. LONG

OBJET: COMITE DES NEGOCIATIONS COMMERCIALES

1. LE COMITE DES NEGOCIATIONS COMMERCIALES REPRENDRA SES TRAVAUX LE JEUDI 7 FEVRIER, A 10 HEURES. LA REUNION AURA LIEU DANS LA SALLE XVI DU PALAIS DES NATIONS.

2. LE PRINCIPAL BUT DE LA REUNION SERA D'ORGANISER LES TRAVAUX DU COMITE POUR LES MOIS A VENIR.

3. LE PROTOCOLE DE LA PREMIERE REUNION DU COMITE A ETE DISTRIBUTU AUX MEMBRES DU COMITE SOUS LA COTE MTN/P/1.

4. IL EST RAPPELE QUE LE COMITE EST OUVERT AUX PAYS QUI DECIDENT DE PARTICIPER AUX NEGOCIATIONS COMMERCIALES MULTILATERALES. LES MEMBRES SONT PRIES DE ME FAIRE CONNAITRE LE PLUS TOT POSSIBLE LES NOMS DE LEURS REPRESENTANTS A LA REUNION DU COMITE.

5. DES LAISSEZ-PASSER SERONT DELIVRES AUX REPRESENTANTS, QUI POURRONT SE FAIRE INSCRIRE AUPRES DE L'ADMINISTRATEUR DU SERVICE DES CONFERENCES, A LA VILLA LE BOCAGE, A PARTIR DU MARDI 5 FEVRIER.

O. LONG